Job Offer- full time position

Technical assistant –Experienced plumber
Context :
The French Lycee International d’Amman (LFiA) is an international school of 640 students (1/ 3 are
jordanians, 1 /3 are french and 1/3 from other nationalities). Primary school is located at Deir Ghbar and secondary
school is located at airport road.
The LFIA is looking to hire a technical assistant with a proven experience as plumber at his primary school Deir
Ghbar.
Primary responsibilities


Assist in installing and maintaining plumbing systems.



Read blueprints and drawings to determine exact specifications and where plumbing system will be
installed.



Determine water supply networks and waste drainage systems.



Coordinate with the other technical assistant at LFIA.



Install systems used to transport water, waste, gases, or liquids.



Ensure systems meet all standards of building codes and safety.



Cut openings in structures in preparation for pipes.



Select all materials needed for installation, including type and size of pipe.



Install supports and hangers for pipe, fixtures and equipment.



Assemble and install valves and fittings.



Assemble pipe sections, tubing and fittings, using couplings, clamps, screws, bolts, cement, plastic solvent,
caulking, or soldering, brazing and welding equipment.



Install other plumbing equipment, such as sinks, tubs, toilets, water heaters, air conditioners, appliances,
and trim.



Measure, cut, thread, and bend pipe to required angle



Observe pressure gauges to fix leaks.



Test pipe systems and fix leaks.
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Job Offer- full time position


Repair and maintain water treatment equipment.



Perform scheduled maintenance.



Ensure all installations, repairs and maintenance are properly sized, aligned, supported and grade.

Scope of competencies:


Good physical skills, the employe must be able to be polyvalent, quick and proactive.



Interpersonal Communications Skills, the employe must be able to liaise accordingly with the other
technical assistant, show troubleshooting skills, propose solution,



Problem-Solving Skills



Safety Skills



Jordanian citizenshp is mandatory for the role



Proven records of work as plumber will be required



Flexibiliy, able to work at premisces of the Lycee if required

Financial Conditions :
➢ Employed by the Association des Parents d’Élèves du LFiA, you will be under the management of the Principal.
➢ Gross salary : starting from 571 JOD monthly depending on experience + corporate medical scheme;
➢ Full time from Saturday till Thursday inclusive (48 hours per week)
➢ Starting date : ASAP
➢ 3 months probationary period :
How to apply ?
The candidat will submit his
qualifications records to rh@lfia.edu.jo.

Curriculum Vitae with a cover letter , copy of national ID card and

.
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